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Non -B ank Financial Se r v ic e s
FSC—AML Practical Applications

60 MIN This course provides an overview of AML policies and procedures that need to be in place for MSBs to meet
minimum federal regulatory requirements. At the heart of this course is recognizing the necessity for policies and
procedures. As you will see, it is based on various laws passed by Congress to combat money laundering and terrorist
financing. Through these laws, MSBs and other financial institutions are required to implement an effective, risk-based AML
program. And from the implementation of this requirement, necessary policies and procedures must be created to help your
MSB mitigate its BSA/AML risks, among other things.

FSC—Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery

60 MIN It is critical that employees know the impact of outside factors on an institution's business functions. When
something occurs to disrupt business, all employees must be knowledgeable about the Business Continuity Plan (BCP)
and understand what steps must be taken. The success of the actions of employees after a disruptive event can make
the difference. This course will expose the universal threats, location-specific threats, personal preparedness, employee
preparedness, and the bank's Business Continuity Plan program.

FSC—Customer Due Diligence and Enhanced Due Diligence

30 MIN Customer Due Diligence (CDD) is a critical part of your financial service company's Bank Secrecy Act (BSA) and
anti-money laundering (AML) policies. This course discusses the purpose of CDD guidelines, and the basic way CDD can help
you to know your customer, assess risk, and decide when Enhanced Due Diligence (EDD) may be necessary. Employees must
know how and when to apply appropriate CDD and EDD procedures. This course explains the basics of CDD and EDD, and
provides opportunities to practice what you have learned in two scenario activities.

FSC—Customer Identification Program

90 MIN This course reviews the basic requirements of a Customer Identification Program (CIP) as prescribed by the USA
PATRIOT Act. It explains the relationship between the CIP and the MSB's anti-money laundering (AML) program. In addition, it
provides guidance on how to verify the identity of customers, and how to respond to identify verification problems.

FSC—Customer Service

60 MIN An important part of every financial service provider's success is its commitment to customer service, as excellent
customer service can truly differentiate a company from its competitors. This course explains why it is important to practice
good customer service skills and introduces five tenets of delivering excellent customer service.

FSC—Electronic Funds Transfer Act: Regulation E

60 MIN This course explains the Electronic Funds Transfer Act (EFTA) and how it is implemented with Regulation E.
This course includes information about transactions covered, necessary disclosures, the consumer and other financial
institution's liability, error resolution requirements, and penalties for noncompliance.

FSC—FACT Act Overview

90 MIN This course provides an overview of the FACT Act (Fair and Accurate Credit Transactions Act of 2003), which
amends the Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA). The goal of the FCRA and the FACT Act is to "require that consumer reporting
agencies adopt reasonable procedures for meeting the needs of commerce for consumer credit, personnel, insurance,
and other information in a manner which is fair and equitable to the consumer, with regard to the confidentiality, accuracy,
relevancy, and proper utilization of such information in accordance with the requirements of the Act."

FSC—Fair Debt Collection Practices Act (FDCPA)

60 MIN The Fair Debt Collection Practices Act (FDCPA) regulates how debt collection agencies can contact and
communicate with consumers. This course discusses the guidelines and regulations set by the FDCPA.
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FSC—Frauds and Scams

60 MIN Because financial service providers handle and process so much money, they make good targets for criminals. This
course discusses security threats to financial service providers posed by con artists, frauds, and scams. The course also
discusses ways you can protect yourself, your company, and your customers from these frauds and scams.

FSC—HR Documentation

30 MIN America's business environment is an ever-changing mosaic of different races, ages, genders, ethnic groups,
religions and lifestyles. This diversity poses significant challenges and opportunities for the workplace. Today's financial
services companies must find ways to make all these pieces fit together, and must foster respectful work environments free
of harassment and discrimination for all their employees. Employees should be aware of the documents and records kept
about them in the workplace. You should also know how to keep records of any offensive or illegal behavior at work in case
you decide to file a complaint. This course provides an overview of documentation in the workplace.

FSC—Identifying Identity Theft—Review of Red Flags

45 MIN This course provides a fresh overview to the crime and prevention of identity theft. The concept of identity theft
is presented, along with an understanding of the perpetrators and victims. The recent changes to the Fair Credit Reporting
Act (Regulation V) and Sections 114 and 315 of the FACT Act establish the requirements for an Identity Theft Prevention
Program. The key elements of this program are presented in this course.

FSC—Keeping it Fair: The Fair Lending Landscape

90 MIN This course is intended to provide you with an understanding of the basic concepts regarding fair lending. The
course describes the fair lending laws and discusses the penalties of breaking these laws.

FSC—Money Handling

60 MIN As a customer facing associate, understanding how to properly handle money is essential! This "Money Handling"
course provides details on how to handle cash properly and accurately.

FSC—Providing Service to Customers With Disabilities

60 MIN This course explains how you can better serve customers with disabilities. You will learn how to recognize different
types of disabilities, how to interact with customers with disabilities, and what steps you and your institution can take to
make your facility accessible to customers with disabilities. The course concludes with several case studies where you can
practice identifying and serving customers with disabilities.

FSC—Regulation Review: OFAC, BSA, and GLB for Check Cashers

60 MIN This course will offer a review of the Office of Foreign Assets Control, the Bank Secrecy Act, the Truth-in-Lending
Act, the Equal Credit Opportunity Act, and the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, and will allow students to explore how each plays a
part in the safety and success of transactions with consumers.

FSC—Regulation Review: OFAC, BSA, TILA, ECOA, GLB

90 MIN This course will offer a review of the Office of Foreign Assets Control, the Bank Secrecy Act, the Truth-in-Lending
Act, the Equal Credit Opportunity Act, and the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, and will allow students to explore how each plays a
part in the safety and success of transactions with consumers.

FSC—Security of Customer Information Guidelines

45 MIN This course explains the required information security guidelines for a financial institution. This course also
discusses how these guidelines affect responsibilities of the employee and of the entire financial institution.

FSC—Servicemembers Civil Relief Act (SCRA)

60 MIN This course focuses on the fundamentals of the Servicemembers Civil Relief Act (SCRA). The "six percent interest
rate rule" and other provisions that directly affect financial institutions are explained in detail. Other protections that the
SCRA affords servicemembers are also explained. A general understanding of these other protections will enable you to
better assist servicemembers and their families. In recent years, other laws have been passed that enhance or modify the
protections of the SCRA, and we have incorporated the applicable provisions into this course.
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FSC—Sexual Harassment

90 MIN Preventing sexual harassment and abusive behavior is an essential element in maintaining a safe, dignified, and
productive work environment. This course provides an overview of sexual harassment and bullying so you can recognize and
avoid inappropriate conduct. The duration of this course is one and one-half hours.

FSC—Sexual Harassment for Supervisors & Managers

30 MIN This course focuses on the knowledge and skills needed by supervisors and managers to prevent sexual
harassment and abusive conduct by employees under their responsibility. This course will help you recognize workplace
situations that could lead to harassment claims—as well as advise you on how to handle employees who confide in you.

FSC—The Keys to Compliance with the Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA)

90 MIN This course will offer a review of the Office of Foreign Assets Control, the Bank Secrecy Act, the Truth-in-Lending
Act, the Equal Credit Opportunity Act, and the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, and will allow students to explore how each plays a
part in the safety and success of transactions with consumers.

FSC—The Telemarketing Consumer Fraud and Abuse Prevention Act (TCPA)

60 MIN This course introduces financial institution employees to the security threats posed by pretext calling and identity
theft. It describes the methods used by pretext callers and identity thieves, and provides tips on how to spot and avoid these
types of fraud.

FSC—TILA Touchstones (Truth in Lending Act)

60 MIN This course provides a thorough review of the Truth in Lending Act (TILA) and its implementing Regulation Z. This
course also addresses the Higher Education Opportunity Act (HEOA) that was signed into law on Aug. 14, 2008 and amends
the TILA. Also, this course conveys important information regarding the Dodd-Frank Act Rules. In addition, this course
addresses the TILA-RESPA Integrated Disclosure Rule, which introduced integrated disclosures effective Oct. 3, 2015.

FSC—Unfair, Deceptive, or Abusive Acts or Practices Defined: A Close Look at UDAAP

60 MIN Unfair, deceptive, or abusive acts and practices can cause significant financial injury to consumers, erode
consumer confidence, and undermine the financial marketplace. This course describes how financial products or services,
such as money transfer or fee based transactions, may bring risks of harm to consumers and how you can help mitigate the
likelihood of potential harm to the consumer and manage risk associated with financial products and services.

FSC—Unlawful Internet Gambling Exposed— How to Comply with the Law

20 MIN This course provides an introduction to Regulation GG. It contains an overview of the regulation as well as the Unlawful
Internet Gambling Enforcement Act, the policies and procedures that need to be put into place, the due diligence that must occur
at the opening of an account, and how to handle suspicious and restricted transactions, as well as other pertinent issues.

Prepaid Access -NBFS

60 MIN This course provides general knowledge of the prepaid access rule in relation to providers and sellers of prepaid
access. It begins by discussing the overall scope of this rule, key definitions, and exemptions. This course also explains the
requirements of providers and sellers of prepaid access. Finally, other regulatory considerations will also be addressed.
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Non -B ank Financial Se r v ic e s Aud it
FSC—A Simple Approach to Recordkeeping

30 MIN Records are critical to every organization. The information you gather for work is valuable -- you save it, print it, file
it, and store it, but rarely do you ever get rid of it. The volume of business records can get so large that it becomes difficult
or impossible to find important pieces of information when needed. The costs of preserving records also can be high. In just
30 minutes you will learn the importance of records management and your role in successfully managing the records. While
maintaining records is important for retrieval, the BSA requires certain records be maintained depending on the type of MSB
creating the records. Upon completion of this course, students will be able to identify the basic requirements of records
management, including the importance of records management and penalties for failing to comply with your company’s
policies, recognize what comprises a record and in what formats records may exist, and be familiar with specific BSA/AML
record-keeping requirements based on MSB type.

FSC—Am I Registered Properly? The Facts about FinCEN Registration

30 MIN Take a look at how FinCEN is tracking and monitoring the existence and activities of Money Services Businesses.
Registration requirements exist, but do you know the nuances of them? This 30 minute course will introduce you to the
process and provide answers to some common questions regarding registration. Upon completion of this course, students
will be able to distinguish the type of business activities that require registration with FinCEN, describe the initial registration
process which includes knowing the initial registration period, understanding the timing requirements and completing
FinCEN form 107, understand when FinCEN renewals are required and when renewals should be filed with FinCEN, recall the
events that trigger re-registration with FinCEN, be familiar with documentation requirements as well as the maintenance of
the MSB agent list, as applicable, understand the civil and criminal penalties for violation of the registration requirement.

FSC—AML Awareness and Protection

30 MIN This course is a must-have for anyone involved in any aspect of a money services business. Money laundering is
one of the most serious financial crimes in the U.S., and it can put even the smallest businesses at risk. This course provides
a solid overview of anti-money laundering (AML) including definitions, examples, the law, policies, procedures and more.
A mere half hour will provide the essential knowledge of AML and protect yourself and your business. Upon completion of
this course, students will be able to understand the concepts of money laundering and terrorist financing, recognize the
significant AML laws passed by Congress to combat money laundering and terrorist financing, become familiar with the riskbased approach. recall the four “pillars” of an AML program, and recognize the various requirements of the BSA for MSBs and
the corresponding policies and procedures MSBs need to develop and implement.

FSC—BSA Awareness and Protection

60 MIN The Bank Secrecy Act (BSA) just may be the most familiar and most talked about law related to banking as well as
money services businesses. Don’t be the one left in the dark. Whether you are a front-line employee, business owner, or
a large corporation – BSA is VIP. In 60 minutes, you will learn the purpose of the law, necessary definitions, the federal
enforcement agencies, and be introduced to the importance of a Customer Identification Program, the requirements of
a BSA/AML compliance program and much more. Upon completion of this course, students will be able to define money
laundering and terrorist financing, describe the Bank Secrecy Act and how it helps fight money laundering and other financial
crimes, understand who the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) is and its role in enforcing the BSA, define the BSA
requirements for MSBs, recall the four pillars of a BSA/AML compliance program, recognize the importance of the Customer
Identification Program (CIP) and when it is required for MSBs who are also Providers of Prepaid Access, explain the reporting
and record-keeping regulations for MSBs under the BSA, and list exemptions to the BSA record-keeping regulations.

FSC—Detect and Report: Complying with Suspicious Activity Reporting

60 MIN FinCEN says that suspicious activity reporting (SAR) forms the cornerstone of the BSA reporting system, and is one of
the key areas of an MSB examination. Ensure your knowledge on SARs reflects requirements set forth by the federal agencies.
In one hour, you will learn necessary information on SAR reporting and how it impacts your business. Upon completion of this
course, students will be able to define suspicious activity and suspicious activity reporting, list several types of suspicious
activity and provide examples, discuss the reporting requirements concerning suspicious activity and complete a Suspicious
Activity Report to be e-filed with FinCEN, and identify suspicious activity correctly and respond appropriately.
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FSC—Essentials of Risk Assessment

30 MIN “Risk” is a significant term to not only understand but to act upon in the money services business industry. This
course provides a necessary overview of the risk-based approach to an effective BSA/AML compliance program. It is
important. It is necessary. Upon completion of this course, students will be able to recognize the importance and advantages
of the risk-based approach, recall the four pillars of an effective BSA/AML compliance program, understand the purpose and
benefits of a risk assessment, be familiar with the key risk categories, describe various applications that result from the risk
assessment process, and recall best practices for documenting the risk assessment process.

FSC—How Transactions Can Actually Harm your Business Without Careful Monitoring

30 MIN Transactions are the livelihood of a business. Without transactions, there is no business. It only takes one unusual
or fraudulent transaction to cause significant harm. Transaction monitoring is a formal BSA/AML requirement and includes
several facets. Uncover the essentials of transaction monitoring in 30 minutes. Upon completion of this course, students
will be able to understand what AML transaction monitoring is, recognize the purpose and importance of AML transaction
monitoring, recall the different methods involved in monitoring transactions, be familiar with how risk influences the
frequency of transaction monitoring, and understand what “red flags” are and how they can help you identify unusual activity.

FSC—Protecting the Front Lines: AML Policy and Procedures

60 MIN Front-line employees of MSBs are critical to the protection of your business. Faced with a multitude of daily
tasks and transactions, front-line employees need to know when and how to sound the internal alarms when a suspicious
transaction occurs. Do your front-line employees know the three steps generally involved in the money laundering
process? Do they know the red flags to look out for? This could be the most valuable 60 minutes you ask of your front-line
employees. Upon completion of this course, students will be able to explain money laundering and its effect on the economy,
government, and MSBs, know the steps in the money laundering process and be able to identify methods and tactics used by
money launderers, and define what you can do to help detect money laundering at your company.

FSC—The Critical Components of OFAC

30 MIN The Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) is an important agency all MSB owners and employees should be
familiar with. Regulations imposed by OFAC, among other things, block or restrict MSBs from financial transactions with foreign
persons, countries, or entities that are known, or suspected to have, ties to terrorist activity or drug trafficking. No matter the
size or footprint of your business, this 30-minute course is a must have for compliance managers and business owners. Upon
completion of this course, students will be able to explain what OFAC is, the underlying purpose of OFAC requirements, what
parties are affected by OFAC, and who is required to comply with the requirements, describe the specific actions for blocking
and rejecting that may be taken if a party is restricted by OFAC, and recall the compliance practices, reporting, and record
keeping that are required under the OFAC regulations and know about the penalties for noncompliance.

FSC—Top Five Things To Know About Currency Transaction Reporting

60 MIN Currency Transaction Reporting (CTR) is not only a requirement of the Bank Secrecy Act, it is listed as a key FinCEN/
IRS examination topic for MSB audits. Do you know the transaction thresholds that require this type of reporting? Are you
accountable? In this course, you’ll understand the top five things to know about this BSA requirement. Upon completion of
this course, students will be able to describe CTR reporting, distinguish the criteria between a reportable transaction and a
nonreportable transaction, use mandatory information to complete Currency Transaction Report (CTR) form 112 required
to be e-filed with FinCEN, understand what records must be maintained for the issuance and sale of monetary instruments
between $3,000 and $10,000, and define record retention requirements.
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B SA and AM L Case S t ud ie s
BSA and AML Case Studies provide real-life examples and application of the BSA and AML principals. These are designed to take
an employee's knowledge of the topic and bring it to life in scenarios they may encounter on the job.
These courses are recommended for:
Retail Bankers, Compliance Professionals, Internal Audit Services, Deposit Operations Professionals, Electronic Services
Professionals, Fraud Professionals

AML CSR "Is There a Mechanic in the House?"
15 MIN

Explore how due diligence activities may reveal suspicious activity.

AML CSR Candelais Industries
15 MIN

Exercising due diligence at account opening may reveal suspicious activity; find out how.

AML CSR Current on Currency Transaction Reporting

15 MIN See why a customer with an unusual knowledge or interest in currency transaction reporting may be considered
suspicious.

AML CSR Do Not Open Until…

15 MIN If a customer refuses to provide sufficient information upon trying to open account, discover why you should not
open an account.

AML CSR The Temporary Holding Pattern

15 MIN An incoming wire for the same amount closely following on an account with little regular activity other than
currency deposits and wire transfers to foreign countries may indicate possible money-laundering. Learn what to watch for.

AML Lenders "Did You Do These Yourself?"
15 MIN

Explore why Customers presenting financials that have not been prepared professionally should raise a red flag.

AML Lenders "I’ve Got Friends in High Places!"

15 MIN This case study illustrates how a Customer’s request to wire loan proceeds to a well-known politician with no known
business purpose may be considered suspicious.

AML Lenders Collateral
15 MIN

See why a Customer requesting a large loan secured by CDs may be cause for concern.

AML Lenders Me and My Shadow

15 MIN See why lenders may want to be wary of Customers who rely heavily on their lawyers when conducting banking
activities.

AML Lenders The French Connection
15 MIN

Find out why a Customer’s request to wire loan proceeds outside the country may be suspicious.
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AML Ops "What’s My Line?"

15 MIN Overpayment of a credit line or loan may be used to integrate illegal funds; see why such activity may be cause for
concern.

AML Ops The Pay Off
15 MIN

A sudden and large payment or payoff of a loan may be used to integrate illegal funds, and should raise a red flag.

AML Ops What Kind of Laundering Operation Are You Running?

15 MIN During loan servicing, a suspicious transaction history may be uncovered and could indicate money-laundering.
Explore the warning signs to watch for.

AML Ops Who Do You Know in the Caymans?

15 MIN This case study illustrates how repeated, round-dollar transfers to high-risk countries, such as the Cayman Islands,
may indicate possible money-laundering.

AML Ops Wire You, Wire Me

15 MIN See how wire transfers to foreign countries with an in-coming wire for the same amount closely following may
indicate possible money-laundering.

AML Tellers Do You Have 30 $100s For 150 $20s?

15 MIN See why a Customer’s frequent request to exchange large quantities of smaller denomination bills for large
denomination bills may be considered suspicious.

AML Tellers Little Blue Men

15 MIN Numerous deposits into an account by multiple persons other than the account holder could signal suspicious
behavior.

AML Tellers Martino’s Tavern & Bank
15 MIN

Find out why unlicensed check cashing through a Customer’s account may be detected.

AML Tellers Wonder Construction
15 MIN

See why the unexplained and unexpected purchase and deposit of money orders should be considered suspicious.

AML Tellers You’re in the Money
15 MIN

Discover why a Customer’s unexplained, sudden wealth may be questionable.

BSA CSRs—"Hello, Stranger."

15 MIN If a Customer refuses to provide sufficient information upon trying to open account, discover why you should not
open an account.

BSA CSRs—"There’s Gotta be a Better Way!"

15 MIN This case study presents a Customer who may be eligible for placement on the institution’s “exempt” list — the list
of Customers whose currency transactions are exempt from the reporting requirement.

BSA CSRs—College Daze

15 MIN Review the record-keeping and verification procedures that must occur when an institution facilitates a wire
transfer between a mother and her son at college.
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BSA CSRs—Is It or Isn’t It?

15 MIN See how the CTR, SAR, and funds-transfer rules could come into play simultaneously, or at least may need to be
considered concurrently in a single transaction.

BSA CSRs—The Owl’s Cry

15 MIN Learn about the record-keeping and identity verification procedures that must occur when an institution receives a
wire transfer on someone’s behalf.

BSA Lenders —"What City, Please?"

15 MIN Loan officers encounter the BSA primarily through the Customer identification requirements. This case illustrates
some of the complications involved when a Customer is less than forthcoming with some information.

BSA Lenders —What Will They Think of Next?

15 MIN Although loan side suspicious transactions may not be as common as those related to deposit, loan officers still
should be aware of the different kinds of fraud that can occur in connection with loans.

BSA Lenders —What’s in the Box?

15 MIN Part of the responsibilities of loan officers is to ensure that the bank makes good loans. Even if a loan application
seems to be filled with accurate information, sometimes additional due diligence is necessary. This scenario presents a
situation where a loan officer must decide if something suspicious is going on during the application process for a client's
commercial loan.

BSA Ops—Coupon Redemption

15 MIN Because of the account records they have access to, operations employees frequently see evidence of fraud that
other institution employees do not.

BSA Ops—Ghost in the System

15 MIN Studying account records and generally being tuned in to what to look for may help reveal fraud. In this case study,
an operations employee suspects fraud when she connects information she reads in the newspaper with information she
sees in a Customer’s account records.

BSA Ops—Larry’s Food Mart or Larry’s Laundry?

15 MIN Financial institution employees who process data and file forms are also subject to the BSA requirements.
Occasionally, these employees may come across something that raises concerns. Explore a situation in which an institution
may want to file an SAR.

BSA Ops—Miguel’s Discovery

15 MIN Individuals who want to avoid the CTR requirements sometimes employ ATMs to do so. This case study covers
activities that might raise suspicion.

BSA Tellers—A Little Knowledge is Dangerous

15 MIN This case study presents a Customer who believes he has discovered a tax loophole and attempts to “structure”
currency transactions to avoid the currency transaction reporting requirement.

BSA Tellers—Business is Booming

15 MIN Why would a business checking account Customer who plans to deposit $16,250.28 to his account raise a red flag?
Find out in this comprehensive case study.

BSA Tellers—Connect the Dots

15 MIN Explore a suspicious scenario where multiple Customers work together to “structure” a currency transaction to
avoid the reporting requirement.
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BSA Tellers—What Are Friends For?

15 MIN In this case study, a Customer structures currency transactions by having an exempt person make the deposit to
avoid the currency transaction reporting requirement.

BSA/AML for Trust—Non-Profit or Not

15 MIN This case study presents a scenario involving a non-profit organization. As you will see, just because an
organization is non-profit does not automatically discount it from being a BSA risk. Throughout this case study, you will be
presented with decision points to test your knowledge.

BSA/AML for Trust—Wire the Money to Bolivia

15 MIN This case study presents one of the classic traps in the trust business as it concerns the Bank Secrecy Act (BSA). It
illustrates why it is important to always follow the rules. Just because you know someone, you cannot overlook the important
steps necessary to open a trust account. Throughout this case study you will be presented with decision points to test your
knowledge.
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C ybersecurit y
Cybersecurity remains a top risk for financial institutions. These courses are designed to provide the frontline user tools to
combat cybercriminals and their attempts to disrupt financial institutions and gain access to customer or member information. It
is critical for financial institutions to maintain a strong reputation for protecting this personal information and trust.
These courses are recommended for:
All employees

Financial Institutions and the Internet

60 MIN This course discusses the role of the internet and its use by financial institutions, including some reasons why a
financial institution should include use of the internet by consumers in its strategic planning.

Personal Computing and the Internet

60 MIN This course provides an awareness of the new social media communications in use by your customers and
employees. Employee communications can also subject the financial institution to compliance risk as well as reputation risk.

Social Media Risk Mitigation for Financial Institutions

60 MIN This course provides an awareness of the risks and issues that the employees of your institution face using the
internet. Businesses now operate in the digital world and a new set of operational problems must be dealt with.
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C u stomer Information Se c ur it y Aw a re n e s s (C ISA)
Critical to any financial institution is protection of customer or member information. Customers utilize financial institutions who
they trust and all employees are critical to protecting the information of those they serve. This series provides courses for training
staff on how to effectively secure and protect this information.
These courses are recommended for:
All employees

CISA–01—Security System Issues
15 MIN

Review FAX, e-mail and Internet systems, as well as acceptable use, confidentiality and professional use policies.

CISA–02—Passwords
15 MIN

Discover best practices for selecting passwords and controlling access to workstations.

CISA–03—Internet Banking Security
15 MIN

Establish best-practice protocols including forced password changes, lockouts and multi-factor (strong) authentication.

CISA–04—Securing Customer Information
15 MIN

Consider compliance with the GLBA from a bank IT perspective.

CISA–05—Securing Nonpublic Areas
15 MIN

Learn about operational issues in non-public areas, including contractor/service personnel, badges and visitor logs.

CISA–06—Information Disposal

15 MIN Review the legal requirements that affect different types of documents that contain sensitive information, and the
time limits set for shredding and disposal of sensitive information.

CISA–07—PINs

15 MIN Explore issues related to Customers’ personal identification numbers (PINs), and the banking products and
services they permit access to.

CISA–08—Customer Requests
15 MIN

Establish procedures for responding to lawfully authorized requests for release of confidential data.

CISA–09—Interactive Voice Response Systems
15 MIN

How does the interactive voice response system work? Find out how IDs and PINs ensure system security.

CISA–10—Clean Desk Policy

15 MIN Explore instituting a policy that addresses employees’ housekeeping habits at work, from how to handle
unattended documents and storage media to the document disposal in the waste bin. Shared hardware usage issues are also
discussed in this module.

CISA–11—Media and Equipment

15 MIN How does your bank remove confidential data from media? Learn about controls you must put in place to ensure all
media is properly tracked and destruction is logged.
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CISA–12—Network Component Security
15 MIN

Take a closer look at the types of security issues connected with a bank’s network hardware.

CISA–13—Data Encryption Standards
15 MIN

Learn about standards for encoding/decoding Customer data.

CISA–14—Remote Access Standards
15 MIN

Gain a better understanding of how to enforce remote access standards when working with a service provider.

CISA–15—Laptop and PDA Security
15 MIN

Brush up on laptop- and cell phone-related security issues.

CISA–16—Intrusion Detection and Firewall Security

15 MIN This module discusses the issues of attempted access from outside hackers and the types of systems used to
detect and deter such attempts.

CISA–17—Virtual Private Network Security
15 MIN

Learn more about information security guidelines for VPN use.

CISA–18—Computer Room Security
15 MIN

Issues of physical access to hardware are discussed in this module, such as environmental or dual space usage.

CISA–19—File Backup and Storage

15 MIN Hard drives, tapes and cartridges are the primary means banks employ for storing confidential operational and
Customer data. This module examines the issues around the use of common storage media.

CISA–20—PC Software Controls

15 MIN Learn how to establish policies for employees’ computers that set expectations in relation to unauthorized
modifications by authorized users leading to incompatibility issues, viruses, and non-professional usage.

CISA–21—Virus and Spyware Prevention

15 MIN Learn how to prevent individual PC and file server destruction, as well as unplanned network downtime due to
attacks from malicious programs.

CISA–22—Incident Response Program

15 MIN Explore the Interagency Guidance on Response Programs for Unauthorized Access to Customer Information — a
program developed to respond to unauthorized access to Customer information, including required notifications.

CISA–23—Social Engineering

15 MIN Social engineering — as it relates to information security — is when a person is tricked into cooperating with a
hacker due to our inclination to follow certain “social rules.” Explore the security system issues you must be aware of to
prevent the use of social engineering to breach or compromise security at your institution.

CISA–24—Social Media

15 MIN Your Customers use it. Your competitors use it. Your employees use it. Social media takes the traditional forms of
communication and brings them into the online world. In this module, get up to speed on the issues surrounding the use of
social media by Customers and employees.
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